IACG

SUBJECT: Deactivation of INSCOM CENTER LANE Project (ICLP) as a Special Access Program (SAP) (U)

HQDA
ATTN: DAMI-ZA
Washington, D.C. 20310-1001

1. (S/NOFORN) This letter serves to notify you of the deactivation of the INSCOM CENTER LANE Project, the attachment OPCON of CENTER LANE assets and resources to the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the retirement of CENTER LANE as an active project nickname, effective as of the date of this letter.

2. (U) Request that the necessary actions be taken to officially discontinue CENTER LANE as a Secretary of the Army designated Special Access Program.

HARRY E. SOUSTER
Major General, USA
Commanding

CLASSIFIED BY: CG, INSCOM
DECLAS: OADR

NOT RELEASEABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS